The Most Heroic Hero
9 One day, all the superheroes were arguing about who
21 was the most heroic. “I am the best hero because I can
34 fly as fast as a plane,” boasted Zoom Boy. “No, I am the
44 best because I can lift ten double decker busses,” scoffed
53 Muscle Man. Every superhero wanted to say why they
56 were the best.

Quick Questions
1. Why does Zoom Boy think he is the best
superhero?

2. Why is the word ‘was’ written in bold?



66 Every superhero that is, except for Green Girl. The others
76 all laughed at Green Girl behind her back. Just what
81 was her super power anyway?

3. How do you think the superheroes feel about
Captain Zeeborg?



88 “I’m sure that the best superhero could
93 easily defeat the dangerous Captain
98 Zeeborg,” said Green Girl quietly.

4. What do you think Green Girl’s super power will
turn out to be?

103 She suggested that whoever defeated



109 Zeeborg would be proven the most



116 heroic. Trembling, but too proud to say



121 no, the superheroes all agreed.
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Answers
1. Why does Zoom Boy think he is the best
superhero?
Accept either: because he is very fast, OR
because he can fly as fast as a plane.
2. Why is the word ‘was’ written in bold?
To give added emphasis to the word and to show
that they are being mean about Green Girl.
3. How do you think the superheroes feel about
Captain Zeeborg?
Accept any inference relating to the text, e.g. I
think they feel scared of Zeeborg because they
are trembling and they want to say no to facing
him but they are all too proud.
4. What do you think Green Girl’s super power will
turn out to be?
Accept any sensible prediction, e.g. I think Green
Girl’s super power will be that she tie people up
with plant vines.

